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Read about this house 

The same Glacier Buff Minnesota limestone that was used on the exterior runs 
throughout the master bathroom, where honed-marble tile from Decorative Materials 
covers the floor and shower walls. The sleek tub is by Toto, and the ceiling-mounted 
showerhead is by Waterworks. 
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Clerestory windows above the limestone-clad wall bring light into the master bathroom 
while maintaining it as a private oasis. Hanging above the Duravit Starck tub is a cloud 
fixture by Ted Abramczyk, purchased through Ralph Pucci. 

Photography: Karyn Millet 

 



 

Interior Designer Annette English and Architect William Hefner envisioned the master 
bathroom as a serene retreat. The freestanding sculptural Americh tub and a water-jet-
cut limestone floor create a tranquil experience for the clients. A Jonathan lounge by Oly 
pairs with a 1960s Doria Leuchten light from Collage 20th Century Classics in Dallas. 

Photography: Grey Crawford 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Sea grass honed limestone countertops by Meta Marble & Granite from Architectural 
Stone Werkes and porcelain tile from Pental Granite & Marble bring a sense of serenity 
to the master bathroom. A painting by Allison Collins hangs above the Kohler tub. The 
Kohler sinks with Grohe faucets are from Keller Supply Company. 

Photography: Benjamin Woolsey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The owners worked with Claudio Ramos of Banks | Ramos Architectural Lighting 
Design to select light fixtures, including the master bathroom’s Bocci pendant, 
throughout the home. TBC Plaster Artisans executed the plaster walls. The tub is by 
Waterworks. 

Photography: Paul Dyer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

In the master bathroom, Linsteadt designed matching vanities, which are constructed 
from white oak. The wall-mounted faucet is by Dornbracht, and the floor’s limestone 
pavers are from Exquisite Surfaces. 

Photography: Paul Dyer 



 

The water Monopoly’s Cateau tub—with a Rohl tub filler from Clyde Hardware Co.—
sports a pitted-pewter finish and provides a focal point in the master bathroom. The 
flooring is composed of rectangular antique-limestone pavers; the drapery fabric is by 
Rose Tarlow Melrose House. 

Photography: Nick Johnson 



 

 

The bathroom walls and floor are clad in limestone, while the tub deck is made of green 
marble, all from ABC Worldwide Stone. The window allows bathers to soak up the 
mountain views. 

Photography: Christiaan Blok 



 

A carpet from Flokati Rugs in Jersey City, New Jersey, is juxtaposed with sleek 
surfaces, such as limestone flooring from Stone Source and walls clad with tiles from 
Ann Sacks, in the spa-like master bathroom. A fixture from Arteriors illuminates the 
scene, which includes a Kohler bathtub purchased from Moore Supply Company. 

Photography: Paul Finkel 



 

The master bathroom’s tufted bench from Back Home provides a place for respite. A 
custom mirror hangs over cabinetry made of rift-sawn white oak and featuring hardware 
from Alexander Marchant. Caesarstone countertops from Architectural Tile & Stone 
reside with sinks by Kohler and faucets by Hansgrohe, all from Moore Supply Company. 

Photography: Paul Finkel 



 

The simena limestone counters by EuroStar Marble & Granite and woodwork by 1050 
Commercial Architectural Woodworking in the master bath mimic the linear forms seen 
in the kitchen 

Photography: Mark Roskams 



 

The master bathroom’s neutral palette gives the room a sanctuary-like feel. The floors 
and tub surround are limestone and Delos Mosaics glass and stone tiles, from 
Decorative Materials, line the niches created to house candles. 

Photography: David O. Marlow 



 

Sheer Calvin Fabrics draperies flank the master bathroom’s sleek Victoria + Albert tub 
from Clyde Hardware. French limestone floors and handmade tile walls join with a 
distressed side table and antique iron candle pillars to add warmth to the space. 

Photography: Laura Moss 



 

Spa-like in its refinement, the master bathroom is a symphony of soft colors and smooth 
textures—including limestone flooring, a marine-finished, teak-wrapped tub and bench, 
and a delicately patterned Emma Gardner rug. 

Photography: Ken Hayden 



 

Sea grass-colored limestone grounds the master bath, where French white melamine 
laminate cabinets by Cottonwood Fine Kitchen Furniture and countertops from Terrazzo 
& Marble Supply Companies fashion a soothing palette. The wool rug is from Room & 
Board. 

Photography: Eric Hausman 



 

The master bathroom features a rich mix of materials, including a Pompeii gold 
limestone countertop, a wenge-and-teak vanity and a zebrawood mirror. 

Photography: Grey Crawford 



 

The master bath feels as if completely carved of pristine white stone; even the ceiling is 
clad in Portuguese limestone, fabricated by Stone Shop. Bleachedmahogany cabinets 
fashion a custom vanity designed by Himmel. 

Photography: Tony Soluri 

 



 

The home’s suites have luxurious master bathrooms with custom cabinetry, limestone 
countertops and Nobilus hardware. Many of the decorative touches came from local 
sources, such as a vintage wooden ladder from Alpine Furniture Company and the 
mirror from The Frame Shoppe. 

Photography: Kimberly Gavin 

 



 

In this master bathroom, glass mosaic tile by Walker Zanger wraps the walls, 
complemented by limestone flooring and silver travertine countertops. 

Photography: Dominique Vorillon 

 



 

From their elegant Cheviot slipper tub, the homeowners can view the front garden, 
where Rothkopf cleaned up the overgrowth to showcase the desert flora, including 
pines, cacti and agave. The acacia wood stool is from Tucker Robbins; the limestone-
tiled flooring from Fractured Earth Tile & Stone. 

Photography: Joshua Klein 



 

Custom painted V-groove, flat-panel overlay cabinetry from Heartwood Custom 
Woodworks anchors a dramatic set of wire-brushed windows by Architectural 
Traditions. A Dornbracht fixture fills a Kohler tub from Ferguson in Dallas. Hillsboro 
limestone countertops are from Colorado Marble & Granite. 

Photography: Peter and Kelly Gibeon 

 

 

 



 

Abrams clad the master bath walls with a limestone and glass mosaic from The Tile 
Gallery. “The most difficult part was carrying the new tub up the stairs,” recalls Charlie 
Vargas, of Charlie’s Painting & Handyman Home Service, who helped Abrams execute 
the modified rehab of the space 

Photography: Scott Shigley 



 

Creme Europa limestone and sleek fixtures give this bath room it's modern yet warm 
look. 

Photography: Emily Minton Redfield 



 

This contemporary black bathroom features a sculptural limestone sink. Sconces light 
the space and accent the limestones elegant design. 

Photography: Nathan Kirkman 

 



 

The airy master bath is sleek with kicks of pattern from mosaic wall tiles and Nova Blue 
limestone floors, both from Fractured Earth Tile & Stone. The Caesarstone countertop is 
fitted with Kohler’s Antilia Wading Pool basins from Ferguson. Custom cabinetry is from 
Bulthaup. 

Photography: William Lesch 



 

Pompeii gold limestone frames a Japanese soaking tub in the master bathroom. 
Outside, Berman integrated a serene water feature into the landscape, which he 
designed to be textured and drought-tolerant. 

Photography: Grey Crawford 



 

Aquatic’s Serenity 2 soaking tub with Kohler’s IV Georges Brass tub filler is the focal 
point in the master bath. The Lagos Azul limestone tile floor is inset with mosaic from 
Waterworks’ Architectonics Collection. The walls are covered in Phillip Jeffries’ Damask 
Print Manila Hemp. 

Photography: Gordon Beall 



 

A freestanding slab-like tub from Wetstyle is placed on Walker Zanger limestone tile in 
the light-flooded master bath, giving the space an open, spa-like feel. A spiral metal-
and-leather stool from Neiman Marcus drops an architectural hint. 

Photography: Matthew Millman 



 

The pristine master bath features Roche Blue limestone flooring from Facings of 
America. A tub and faucet from Clyde Hardware Co. create the focal point of the space, 
while artwork from Z Gallerie references the outdoors. 

Photography: Michael Baxter 



 

The limestone selected for the master bath flooring, from Architectural Design 
Resource, was the inspiration for this serene space. The Moonstone wallcovering from 
Phillip Jeffries provides the ideal backdrop for a tub and its fixtures, both purchased at 
Morrison Supply Company. 

Photography: Tria Giovan 


